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ABSTRACT

Introduction The prevalence of COVID-19 and its impact varied between countries and regions. Pregnant women are at high risk of COVID-19 complications compared with non-pregnant women. The magnitude of variations, if any, in SARS-CoV-2 infection rates and its health outcomes among pregnant women by geographical regions and country’s income level is not known.

Methods We performed a random-effects meta-analysis as part of the ongoing PregCOV-19 living systematic review (December 2019 to April 2021). We included cohort studies on pregnant women with COVID-19 reporting maternal (mortality, intensive care admission and preterm birth) and offspring (mortality, stillbirth, neonatal intensive care admission) outcomes and grouped them by World Bank geographical region and income level. We reported results as proportions with 95% confidence intervals (CI).

Results We included 311 studies (2,003,724 pregnant women, 57 countries). The rates of SARS-CoV-2 infection in pregnant women varied significantly by region (p<0.001) and income level (p<0.001), with the highest rates observed in Latin America and the Caribbean (19%, 95% CI 12% to 27%; 13 studies, 38,748 women) and lower-middle-income countries (13%, 95% CI 6% to 23%; 25 studies, 100,080 women). We found significant differences in maternal and offspring outcomes by region and income level. Lower-middle-income countries reported significantly higher rates of maternal mortality (0.68%, 95% CI 0.24% to 1.27%; 3 studies, 31,136 women), intensive care admission (4.53%, 95% CI 2.57% to 6.91%; 54 studies, 23,420 women) and stillbirths (1.09%, 95% CI 0.48% to 1.88%; 41 studies, 47,247 women) than high-income countries. COVID-19 complications disproportionately affected South Asia, which had the highest maternal mortality rate (0.88%, 95% CI 0.16% to 1.95%; 17 studies, 20,233 women); Latin America and the Caribbean had the highest stillbirth rates (1.97%, 95% CI 0.9% to 3.33%; 10 studies, 1,750 women).

Conclusion The rates of SARS-CoV-2 infection in pregnant women vary globally, and its health outcomes mirror the COVID-19 burden and global maternal and offspring inequalities.

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC

⇒ To date, only one narrative systematic review reported global variations in SARS-CoV-2 outcomes in pregnant women and their offspring. The review assessed a variation of outcomes, including preterm birth, therapeutics for managing COVID-19 in pregnant women, intensive care admission and hospital length of stay. The results demonstrated varying preterm birth rates in pregnant women with SARS-CoV-2 infection globally.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS

⇒ To the best of our knowledge, this is the first meta-analysis to assess the global variations in the rates of SARS-CoV-2 infection in pregnant women and its associated outcomes by geographical region and country income level. By including data from 57 countries involving over two million pregnant women, we identified significant global differences in SARS-CoV-2 infection and its health outcomes in mother and baby in countries by geographical regions and income levels. Through this work, we highlight the magnitude of differences in the burden of the disease across regions and countries in line with underlying disparities in overall health outcomes.

INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic, caused by SARS-CoV-2, continues to affect populations globally. Pregnant women are considered to be a high-risk group as they are at increased risk of poorer outcomes than non-pregnant...
women of reproductive age. Vast inequalities exist in global maternal healthcare even before the pandemic, with disproportionately high maternal mortality and morbidity in lower-income countries compared with their high-income counterparts. Furthermore, geographical regions have historically seen an unequal burden of infectious diseases, with the Zika virus epidemic predominantly affecting Latin America and the Ebola outbreaks affecting Western Africa.

Studies have reported geographical variations in the rates of SARS-CoV-2 infection and its associated health outcomes globally among the general population, attributing to population density, median age and urbanisation. But there is a lack of robust evidence on global variations and magnitude of differences, if any, in the rates of SARS-CoV-2 infection in pregnant women and its maternal and offspring outcomes. Existing evidence is based on small sample sizes and low-quality data, including case studies and case reports. Understanding any global variations in disease rates and associated health outcomes in pregnant women is essential for identifying opportunities to reduce maternal and offspring morbidity and mortality. Furthermore, it is essential to guide public health measures and effective preparation for future pandemics.

We conducted a meta-analysis to ascertain the magnitude of variations, if any, on the rates of SARS-CoV-2 and maternal and offspring outcomes in pregnant women by geographical region and country income level.

METHODS

This meta-analysis is part of our ongoing PregCoV-19 living systematic review (LSR) based on a prospectively registered protocol (PROSPERO CRD42020178076; updated November 2021) and reported in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses (online supplemental 1).

Literature search

We searched major electronic databases: Medline, Embase, Cochrane database, WHO COVID-19 database, China National Knowledge Infrastructure and Wanfang databases from 1 December 2019 to 27 April 2021 for relevant cohort studies reporting rates of SARS-CoV-2 infection in pregnant women and associated maternal and offspring outcomes in pregnant women with COVID-19. No language restrictions were applied. We contacted organisations including the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), European CDC, Evidence for Policy and Practice Information and Co-ordinating Centre and other ministries of health for additional data. Full details of the search and identification of studies are provided elsewhere.

Study selection

We included cohort studies with a minimum of 10 participants if they reported on SARS-CoV-2 infection status and/or maternal and offspring outcomes in pregnant women with COVID-19. Specifically, studies were included if they reported maternal or early neonatal mortality, maternal intensive care unit (ICU) admission, preterm birth, stillbirth and admission to the neonatal ICU (NICU). These outcomes were decided prior to conducting the meta-analysis due to their clinical importance. Early neonatal mortality was defined as the death of a neonate up to 7 days. We defined pregnant women with COVID-19 as having laboratory confirmation of SARS-CoV-2 infection, irrespective of clinical presentation, and those with clinical and/or radiological findings. Pregnant women of any gestation and postpartum women up to 6 weeks were included. We undertook study selection using a two-stage process where studies were screened by title and abstract for eligibility, and then the full text of the selected studies were assessed in detail. The study selection was undertaken by PregCoV-19 consortium team members (HL/JS/MY/RB). Any disagreements were resolved through discussion with a third reviewer (ST/JA).

Study quality assessment and data extraction

At least two researchers independently extracted the data, and we assessed study quality using a pre-piloted form. We assessed the methodological quality of included studies using the risk of bias tool for prevalence studies developed by Hoy et al, a validated tool for assessing internal and external validity. The tool consists of ten questions assessing bias with four domains focusing on external validity (population, sampling frame, selection and non-response) and six domains focusing on internal validity (data collection, case definition, measurement, differential verification, adequate follow-up and appropriate numerator and denominator). Each question is rated as low risk of bias if the study has considered the bias or high risk if the study may be biased, where a score of 1 is given. The overall score summarises the study as low (0–3), moderate (4–6) or high (7–10) risk of bias.

Data analysis

We carried out a random-effects meta-analysis of proportion for each binary outcome using the Dersimonian and Laird (D-L) method with the Freeman-Tukey double arcsine transformation to obtain the estimate. We summarised the results of the D-L method using a pooled
proportion with 95% confidence intervals (CI). The $I^2$ statistic was used to assess the heterogeneity across effect sizes. All the statistical computations were carried out by STATA V.15.1.

We analysed the data by geographical regions (East Asia and the Pacific, Europe and Central Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean, Middle East and North Africa, North America, South Asia) and country income levels (low income, lower middle income, upper middle income and high income) as classified by the World Bank in 2020.18 Studies that reported results from multiple geographical regions or countries with different income levels were analysed as a separate category.

**Sensitivity analysis**
We performed a sensitivity analysis by restricting to registry-level and high-quality data. We defined a study as registry level if the study self-reported as a registry or a large database, or if the study was a population-based cohort study providing information on pregnant women with and without SARS-CoV-2 infection. Due to the limited variety of studies reporting rates and outcomes of SARS-CoV-2 infection, it was not possible to conduct a sensitivity analysis by geographical variation. Therefore, the sensitivity analysis performed describes an overall global result.

**Patient and public involvement**
The PregCOV-19 LSR was supported by Katie’s Team, a dedicated patient and public involvement group in Women’s Health. The team was involved in the conduct and interpretation of the project and reporting of the main LSR through participation in virtual meetings.

**RESULTS**
Of the 435 potentially eligible studies, we included 311 studies (133 reporting SARS-CoV-2 infection rates, 231 reporting outcomes) involving 2,003,724 pregnant women (figure 1). Fifty-three studies contained data on both the rates of SARS-CoV-2 infection and maternal and offspring outcomes.

**Characteristics of included studies**
One hundred thirty-three cohort studies reported rates of SARS-CoV-2 infection (920,893 pregnant women), where 37,634 women had a diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 infection. Of the 133 studies reporting the rates of SARS-CoV-2 infection in pregnant women, 79.7% (106/133) were from high-income, 1.5% (2/133) from upper-middle-income and 18.0% (24/133) from lower-middle-income countries. There were no eligible studies from low-income countries. Of 133 studies, 79 (59.4%) were retrospective, with the remaining prospective studies (40.6%, 54/133). The majority of studies were from North America (55/133) and Europe and Central Asia (48/133). The remaining studies were from Latin America and the Caribbean (13/133), South Asia (8/133), East Asia and the Pacific (5/133), Middle East and North Africa (4/133) and sub-Saharan Africa (3/133). Overall, 38.3% (51/133) of studies were from the USA; 9.0% (12/133) from Italy; 8.3% (11/133) from Spain; 5.3% (7/133) from the UK and 4.5% (6/133) from Chile and less than 6 studies from 34 other countries (online supplemental 2).

Two hundred thirty-one studies reported on outcomes included in our review (maternal mortality, maternal admission to ICU, preterm birth, stillbirth, early neonatal mortality and admission to NICU), including data from 1,071,987 pregnant women. Of these cohort studies, 61.9% (143/231) were retrospective cohort studies, with the remaining 38.1% (88/231) having a prospective cohort design. Twenty-six studies were classified as registries reporting data for 90.7% of the total dataset, from 972,503 pregnant women. 55.8% (129/231) were from high-income, 2.6% (6/231) from upper-middle-income and 39.8% (92/231) from lower-middle-income countries. There were no eligible studies from low-income countries. The majority of studies were from North America (71/231) and Europe and Central Asia (54/231). The remaining studies were from the Middle East and North Africa (27/231), East Asia and the Pacific (26/231), South Asia (24/231), Latin America and the Caribbean (22/231) and sub-Saharan Africa (2/231). Five studies report data from multiple geographical regions and country income groups (online supplemental 3). Overall, 31.2% (72/231) of studies were from the USA, 10.0% (23/231) from China and 7.8% (18/231) from India. There were 14 studies, each from Spain and Turkey; 11 from Iran; 10 from France and Italy; 7 from Brazil; 6 from Chile, Mexico, Pakistan and Portugal; and less than 6 from 44 other countries (online supplemental 2).

**Quality of included studies**
Overall, 77.5% of studies (241/311) had a low risk of bias (figure 2).17 The remaining 70 studies had a moderate risk of bias. Quality assessment for external validity showed that 14.1% (44/311) of included studies had a low risk of bias for representativeness, 32.5% (101/311) for sampling frame, 92.3% (287/311) for selection and 98.7% (307/311) for non-response bias. For internal validity, there was a low risk of bias for data collection in 98.7% (307/311) of the studies, case definition in 62.4% (194/311), measurement in 99.4% (309/311), differential verification in 98.1% (305/311), adequate follow-up in 39.9% (124/311) and appropriate numerator and denominator in 88.7% (276/311). For studies contributing to outcome data, 85.1% (192/231) had an overall low risk of bias, and 16.9% (39/231) had a moderate risk of bias. The quality assessment of prevalence studies showed 75.9% (101/133) of studies had a low risk of bias, and the remaining 24.1% (32/133) of studies had a moderate risk of bias.

**Rates of SARS-CoV-2 infection in pregnant women**
The overall rate of SARS-CoV-2 infection in pregnant women admitted to or attending hospital for any maternal condition was 6.2% (11/180). Of the 180 studies, 7.8% (14/180) reported data on pregnant women admitted to or attending hospital for any maternal condition. The remaining studies were from the Middle East and North Africa (41/180), Asia and the Pacific (27/180), Europe and Central Asia (27/180), sub-Saharan Africa (12/180), South America (8/180), North America (3/180) and North Africa and the Caribbean (2/180). The majority of studies were from the USA (34/180), followed by China (19/180) and the UK (18/180). There were 14 studies, each from Spain and Turkey; 11 from Iran; 10 from France and Italy; 7 from Brazil; 6 from Chile, Mexico, Pakistan and Portugal; and less than 6 from 44 other countries (online supplemental 2).
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Figure 1 Study selection. Shaded boxes reproduced from published work: Allotey et al (In Press) Clinical Manifestations, risk factors, and maternal and perinatal outcomes of COVID-19 in pregnancy: living systematic review and meta-analysis.

reason was 8% (95% CI 7% to 9%; 135 studies, 920 893 women; figure 3). The rates of SARS-CoV-2 infection in pregnant women varied significantly across geographical regions (figure 3A) and country income levels (figure 3B) (p<0.001), with the highest rates reported in Latin America and the Caribbean region (19%, 95% CI 12% to 27%; 13 studies, 38 748 women) and in studies from lower-middle-income countries (13.0%, 95% CI 6% to 23.0%; 25 studies, 100 080 women). While the lowest rates were reported in East Asia and the Pacific region (0.4%, 95% CI 0% to 2%; 5 studies, 9652 women) and from upper-middle-income countries (5.7%, 95% CI 5.6% to 5.9%; 2 studies, 143 110 women). Online supplemental 4 presents SARS-CoV-2 infection rates in pregnant women limited to registry-level data and high-quality studies.
There were significant differences in maternal mortality (p<0.001), admission to ICU (p<0.001), invasive ventilation (p<0.001) and preterm birth (p=0.045) by geographical region (table 1A). Studies on pregnant women with COVID-19 in South Asia reported the highest rate of maternal mortality (0.88%, 95% CI 0.16% to 1.95%; 17 studies, 2023 women). The Middle East and North Africa reported higher rates of ICU admissions (5.56%, 95% CI 3.07% to 8.62%; 19 studies, 1510 women) and preterm birth (21.9%, 95% CI 16.2% to 28.2%; 20 studies, 1514 women) than other regions (table 1A). We did not include sub-Saharan Africa in the comparisons due to the paucity of data, where of the two studies, 4/43 women died and 14/43 women were admitted to ICU.

There were significant differences in the rates of maternal mortality and invasive ventilation in pregnant women with COVID-19 according to country income level (p<0.001) (table 1B). The highest rates of maternal mortality and invasive ventilation were reported in upper-middle-income countries (0.87%, 95% CI 0.00% to 5.40%; 67 studies, 8665 women) and in lower-middle-income countries (2.20%, 95% CI 0.84% to 4.00%; 32 studies, 21 113 women), respectively. No differences between the income countries were found for preterm birth and ICU admission rates. Online supplemental 4 provides the findings limited to registry-level data for various maternal disease outcomes.

**Offspring outcomes**

Early neonatal mortality (p<0.001), stillbirth (p<0.001) and NICU admission (p=0.002) rates in babies born to mothers with SARS-CoV-2 infection significantly differed across geographical regions (table 2A). The rates of stillbirths were highest in Latin America and the Caribbean (1.97%, 95% CI 0.90% to 3.33%; 10 studies, 45/1750 women). Studies from South Asia reported the highest level of early neonatal mortality (1.39%, 95% CI 0.26% to 3.10%; 14 studies, 1940 women) compared with other regions (table 2A). East Asia and the Pacific reported the highest NICU admission (40.8%, 95% CI 9.86% to 76.2%; nine studies, 363 women). Results from sub-Saharan Africa were not included in the comparison due to a paucity of data for stillbirths (one study, 2/25 women)24 and early neonatal mortality (one study, 4/18 women)24 25.

Pregnant women with SARS-CoV-2 infection reported significant rates of early neonatal mortality (p<0.001), stillbirth (p<0.001) and admission to NICU (p=0.004) based on country income groups (table 2B). Lower-middle-income countries reported the highest rates of stillbirth (1.09%, 95% CI 0.48% to 1.88%; 41 studies, 4724 women) and higher admission to NICU (24.8%, 95% CI 14.7% to 36.4%; 34 studies, 3112 women) (table 2B). Upper-middle-income countries reported the highest rates of early neonatal mortality (0.88%, 95% CI 0.00% to 5.40%; 67 studies, 8665 women) and NICU admission (24.8%, 95% CI 13.1% to 39.6%; 34 studies, 1514 women) (table 2B)
The burden of SARS-CoV-2 infection in pregnant women and its maternal and offspring outcomes vary significantly by geographical region and country income level. Latin America and the Caribbean saw the highest SARS-CoV-2 infection rate among pregnant women and, along with Europe and Central Asia, reported the highest rates of pregnant women requiring invasive treatment, reflecting the regions adversely affected with the highest COVID-19 burden.26 27 High-income countries have a lower overall rate of SARS-CoV-2 infection in pregnant women and a lower rate of complications than lower-middle-income countries.

There are possible explanations for higher infection rates in low-and-middle-income countries than in high-income countries. Due to the significant social and economic burden, infection control measures in the community, including lockdowns and social distancing, were more challenging in these settings. 28 In addition, COVID-19 testing programmes in low-income and-middle-income countries were less robust than in high-income countries.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Global variations of maternal outcomes among pregnant women with SARS-CoV-2 infection by (A) geographical region and (B) country income status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maternal mortality</strong></td>
<td><strong>Admission to intensive care</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No of studies</strong></td>
<td><strong>Proportion (95% CI)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No of women</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. Geographical region</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asia and Pacific</td>
<td>19 (797)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe and Central Asia</td>
<td>33 (24906)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America and the Caribbean</td>
<td>16 (27961)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East and North Africa</td>
<td>20 (1465)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>12 (119879)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia</td>
<td>17 (2023)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-regional*</td>
<td>5 (3833)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subgroup effect</strong></td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B. Country income status†</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>49 (137273)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper middle</td>
<td>67 (8665)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower middle</td>
<td>3 (31136)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>5 (3833)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subgroup effect</strong></td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bold text denotes p-value <0.05.

*Multiregional includes studies from all seven geographical regions. Details outlined in online supplemental 3.
†No eligible studies reported on lower-income countries.
### Table 2 Results of systematic review of global variations of offspring outcomes born to women with SARS-CoV-2 infection by (A) geographical region and (B) country income status.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Stillbirths</th>
<th>Early neonatal mortality</th>
<th>Admission to neonatal intensive care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No of studies (No of women)</td>
<td>Proportion (95% CI)</td>
<td>I^2 (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. Geographical region</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asia and the Pacific</td>
<td>14 (492)</td>
<td>0.00% (0.00 to 0.53)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe and Central Asia</td>
<td>23 (23901)</td>
<td>0.00% (0.00 to 0.09)</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America and the Caribbean</td>
<td>10 (1750)</td>
<td>1.97% (0.90 to 3.33)</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East and North Africa</td>
<td>7 (719)</td>
<td>0.65% (0.07 to 1.59)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>28 (17408)</td>
<td>0.18% (0.04 to 0.39)</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia</td>
<td>16 (2381)</td>
<td>1.69% (0.61 to 3.13)</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-regional*</td>
<td>3 (2201)</td>
<td>1.19% (0.48 to 2.18)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subgroup effect: p<0.001

|                      |             |                          |          |                         |                          |          |                         |                          |          |
| **B. Country income status†** |             |                          |          |                         |                          |          |                         |                          |          |
| High | 56 (33397) | 0.12% (0.02 to 0.28) | 55       | 51 (23041)  | 0.00% (0.00 to 0.01) | 44       | 58 (22648) | 18.12% (14.00 to 22.61) | 98.2   |
| Upper middle | 2 (8555) | 0.11% (0.03 to 0.23) | NA       | 3 (8665)    | 0.88% (0.00 to 4.57) | NA       | 2 (180)    | 10.90% (6.66 to 15.97) | NA     |
| Lower middle | 41 (4724) | 1.09% (0.48 to 1.88) | 57       | 43 (3226)  | 0.62% (0.13 to 1.34) | 48       | 34 (3112)  | 24.80% (14.70 to 36.41) | 97.7   |
| Multiple | 3 (2201) | 1.19% (0.48 to 2.18) | NA       | 4 (3127)   | 0.44% (0.05 to 1.11) | 77       | 4 (3127)   | 11.88% (8.81 to 15.33) | 87.4   |

Subgroup effect: p<0.001

*Bold text denotes p-value <0.05

*Multiregional includes studies from all seven geographical regions. Details outlined in online supplemental 3.

†No eligible studies reported on lower income countries.
high-income countries,\(^\text{29}\) contributing to a greater spread of disease by preventing the identification and rapid isolation of infected individuals. Similarly, the observed high mortality rates in lower-middle and upper-middle-income countries than in high-income countries may be attributed to weaker healthcare infrastructure and maternity systems,\(^\text{30}\) and high rates of SARS-CoV-2 as demonstrated by our results.

**Strengths and limitations**

To our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate global differences in the rates of SARS-CoV-2 infection and associated outcomes among pregnant women and their offspring through a comparison of geographical region and country income levels. Our systematic review used published and unpublished data from an ongoing LSR, for which the literature search is updated weekly and is underpinned by robust methodology when evidence is rapidly published in varying formats. In addition, no language restrictions were applied to our search, and we included all clinically relevant maternal and offspring outcomes. As a result, this study contains data from an extensive sample, allowing for accurate estimates of disease prevalence and associated outcomes. Furthermore, we assessed the quality of all included studies using a validated tool, increasing the reliability of our results.\(^\text{13}\)

To assess the robustness of our overall estimates, sensitivity analyses were conducted, restricting the analysis to include registry data and high-quality studies, which reported the consistently high rates of adverse maternal and offspring outcomes for pregnant women with SARS-CoV-2 infection.

Our findings were limited by the lack of studies from low-income settings and certain geographical regions, such as sub-Saharan Africa, preventing estimation of the disease effect in these areas and assessing pregnant women’s risk of requiring intensive treatment and resource allocation measures. Furthermore, the number of included studies was disproportionate between geographical regions and country income levels, with the majority of studies from high-income countries. This potentially limits the accuracy of our comparisons and highlights the continued need for more research in lower-income settings and certain regions, such as sub-Saharan Africa.\(^\text{31}\) As a result of our broad search strategy and the nature of comparing estimates between studies with differences in participant selection and sampling frameworks, there is considerable heterogeneity in the result. This was a necessary consequence of ensuring all relevant evidence is captured with no compromise on understanding the full extent of the effect of the disease on maternal and offspring outcomes, although it limits the reliability of the results.

**Comparison with existing evidence**

A systematic review and meta-analysis explored geographical differences in clinical care and outcomes in pregnant women; however, their limited studies (66 studies; 1239 women) prevent comprehensive evaluation.\(^\text{11}\) In addition, their inclusion of case series and case reports decreases the reliability of the results due to the risk of selection bias. The study found differences in the preterm birth rate between regions, which contrasts with our findings of no significant difference in preterm birth rates among pregnant women with SARS-CoV-2 infection from different regions. There are emerging data on pregnancy outcomes following SARS-CoV-2 infection globally.\(^\text{32}\) A recent systematic review used global data to demonstrate an overall increase in adverse neonatal outcomes in babies born to women with COVID-19, including higher rates of preterm delivery and low birth weight compared with women without SARS-CoV-2 infection. These results are consistent with our findings of high rates of adverse offspring outcomes, however, does not link outcomes to country income level or geographical region. Adverse maternal and fetal outcomes had been reported during and after the COVID-19 pandemic, with the disparity between high-resource and low-resource settings supporting our findings of higher rates of maternal and early neonatal mortality in lower-middle-income countries than in other regions.\(^\text{33}\)

Previous literature has been country-specific, preventing global assessment of healthcare inequalities revealed in maternal health outcomes associated with SARS-CoV-2 infection.\(^\text{34}\) Similarly, literature related to the general population showcases vulnerability to adverse COVID-19 outcomes associated with socioeconomic status nationally, with most studies providing no exploration into geographical variation or variation by country income level.\(^\text{6} \text{35–38}\) A recent study explored the variation in the COVID-19 infection-fatality ratio by a number of variables, including age, time and geography.\(^\text{39}\) The analysis results showed the highest infection-fatality ratio in North America and Europe without age standardisation, contrasting the results of maternal mortality in our review. Global differences in pregnancy and offspring COVID-19 outcomes observed in our study may support similar geographical trends observed in pregnant women, irrespective of the pandemic. For example, South Asia reported the highest maternal mortality rate, proposing a relationship between maternal mortality in pregnant women with SARS-CoV-2 infection and global maternal mortality. Currently, South Asia contributes to the second-highest global maternal death, and sub-Saharan Africa contributes the highest global maternal mortality rate, although few studies were reported in this region, preventing any solid interpretation.\(^\text{40} \text{41}\) This implies that global maternal health inequalities may be reflected in the COVID-19 pandemic. Furthermore, higher mortality rates are in low-income and middle-income countries than in high-income countries, which mirrors inequalities.

**Relevance for clinical practice and research**

Our results showcase variation in global trends of SARS-CoV-2 infection rates and maternal and offspring outcomes. There are a number of potential explanations...
for the variation in SARS-CoV-2 infection rates between these regions, including the employment of different public health measures such as lockdowns and social distancing measures and different screening strategies among hospitals, leading to detection bias in some areas. Other studies have indicated that the global variation in SARS-CoV-2 infection rates among the general population may be attributed to prepanemic preparedness, which may be relevant in explaining our findings. In addition, meteorological and seasonal patterns have been proposed as an underlying cause of the variation of disease transmission in different regions, although further research is required to investigate this. Due to an array of hypotheses for the observed differences, there is a clear need for research into any causative differences to improve health outcomes and lower SARS-CoV-2 infection rates in regions with a higher disease burden. In addition, these results should help inform public health measures and guide effective preparedness for future pandemics.

The lack of studies from low-income countries and few studies in lower-middle-income countries reporting outcomes highlights the challenges of assessing pregnant women’s risk of COVID-19 outcomes, potentially due to weaker healthcare infrastructure and resources to conduct robust research. The trends in our results reflect well-understood healthcare inequalities between high-income countries and low-and-middle-income settings, such as quality of healthcare infrastructure, access to care and number of skilled health workers. The disproportionate burden in low-resource settings highlights an urgent need to address inequalities and continue improving high-quality healthcare access, which will reduce the adverse COVID-19 outcomes. Further studies in low-income and middle-income countries are needed for evidence syntheses to highlight disproportionate trends and develop measures to mitigate higher severe COVID-19 outcomes associated with lower income levels. Further investigation into the direct and indirect consequences of COVID-19 in global maternal health inequality is required to prioritise solutions to improve outcomes for pregnant women worldwide.

The data in our study reflect the original SARS-CoV-2 strain, as studies included consisted of data collection periods predating the emergence of variants and vaccinations. Therefore, research is required to investigate the effect of new disease variants on infection rates and maternal and offspring outcomes. In addition, widescale vaccination programmes’ direct and indirect effects on SARS-CoV-2 infection rates and clinical outcomes must be assessed.

CONCLUSION
Geographical and country income level variations exist in SARS-CoV-2 infection rates among pregnant women and its associated health outcomes, reflecting existing global health outcome inequalities. As the pandemic develops, the importance of geographical trends increases; therefore, continued evaluation is needed to guide global maternal health strategies against COVID-19. To allow accurate comparisons and target the areas with limited resources, we need to support more research from low-income and middle-income countries. Future analyses should evaluate the effects of changing public health measures, vaccination programmes and variants on the rates of SARS-CoV-2 infection and its outcomes in pregnant women.
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